The aim of the study is to suggest a difference-cum-ratio type of median estimator for finite population median using twoauxiliary variables in double sampling. Using simple random sampling without-replacement scheme (SRSWOR) the estimated mean square error (MSE) and BIAS are computed for the new suggested median estimator. The suggested median estimator has a smaller MSE than all other median estimators currently in practice, showing a valid contribution to the literature. In addition, some members of the suggested estimator and theoretical comparison of MSE are also computed. Finally, the numerical and graphical comparison of percent relative efficiency (PRE) is also computed for five different real data sets. The PRE of the suggested estimator were 13610.69%, 177.59%, 17626.95%, 204.13% and 181.29% for dataset I, II, III, IV and V respectively which reveals the importance of the new estimator.
INTRODUCTION
In this study a new estimator is suggested for finite population median in double sampling using information of two-auxiliary variables. In real life most of the data are non-normal or in other words highly skewed. Thus, in case of highly skewed distribution in survey sampling which is more frequent the preferred average is median because its handle the outliers in the data sets. Considerable amount of literature e.g Gross [1] , Kuk and Mak [2] , Allen et al., [3] , Singh et al., ([4] , [5] ), Gupta et al., [6] have studied the estimation of median in double sampling. Most recently the seminal work of Gupta et al., [6] has suggested a new median estimator in double sampling having the equal to the estimator suggested by Singh et al., [5] , the only improvement was in the factor. However, the study of Gupta et al., [6] provided less median estimator as compared to the Singh et al., [5] but not more efficient. Therefore, in this study we suggested a new median estimator which is more efficient.
Let us Consider a finite population 1 = (1,2,3, … , , … , 1 ). Suppose that study variable is denoted by , the first auxiliary variable denoted by and the second auxiliary variable denoted by . The sample values of the respective variables are denoted by , and where ( = 1,2,3, … , 1 ) selected by the method of method from the known finite population. Our supposition is that the variables and are strongly connected with each other but no information on population median is available, and information on the second auxiliary-variable on all units of the population is available (closely connected to the first auxiliary variable but slightly connected to the study variable ). The double sampling or two phase sampling scheme are as follows:
•The sample in first phase . . 1 of size 1 ( 1 ⊂ 1 ) is selected to observe only for obtaining an estimate of .
•From the sample s 1 of size 1 on first phase, the second phase sample of size 1 ( 1 ⊂ 1 ) is selected to observe , , and . Let us suppose that , , and are the respective subscripts population medians and the sample medians are denoted by , , and . Let the second phase sample medians are denoted by ̂, ̂, and ̂ while the first phase sample medians are denoted by ̂′ and ̂′ respectively . The probability density functions of , and are denoted by ( ) , ( ) and ( ) respectively. The correlation coefficient between sampling distribution of ̂ and ̂ are denoted by which is defined as = (̂,̂) = 4{ 11 ( , ) − 1}, where 11 ( , ) = ( ≤ ∩ ≤ ). The bivariate variables ( , ) distribution tends to a continuous distribution (when 1 → ∞) with their respective marginal densities for and . The same, we describe as :
where 11 ( , )= ( ≤ ∩ ≤ ) respectively. Suppose that (1) , (2) , … , ( 1 ) are the values in sample in ascending or descending order of magnitude. Let 1 be an integer value such that ( 1 ) ≤ ≤ ( 1 +1) and let 1 = 1 1 is the subset of and the sample values that are less than or equal to the value (Singh et al., [7] ).
METHODOLOGY
In this section the methodology used for the new suggested median estimator and previous estimators suggested by various authors will be discuss in details.
Various Estimators of Median Suggested by Different Authors
First of all the following median estimators are discuss and later will be used for comparison before introducing the new suggested estimator. The suggested estimators by numerous authors and their variances, mean squares errors and BIAS expressions are as follows: (a) Median estimator (per unit) Gross, S.T. [1] proposed the given estimator:
The mean square error of ̂ is as follows:
(b) Median estimator (Difference type) Median estimator (Difference type)given as follows:
where 1 is constant. The minimum of ̂ are given as follows: [4] proposed the ratio estimator for median are as follows:
The and of the estimator ̂ℎ are follows:
] (6) and
(d) Median Estimator (ratio type) Following Srivastava, S.K. [8] , a ratio type median estimator are follows:
where 1 is constant. The minimum and of ̂ are follows:
and 
The and expression respectively of ̂ℎ are follows:
)}] (12) and
(f) Median Estimator (Power-chain-type-ratio) Srivastava, S.K. et al., [10] median estimator (powerchain-type-ratio) is follows:
where ( = 1,2) are constants. The respective expression of the minimum and of ̂1 are follows:
) and 2( ) = (
The of the median estimator (power-chain-typeratio) ̂1 in (14) is equivalent to the variance of difference-type median estimator in double sampling using two auxiliary variables are as follows:
where ( = 1,2) are constants.
(g) Median Estimator by Singh (Ratio-type-estimator) Singh, S. et al., [5] considered the below median estimator (Ratio-type-estimator):
where ( = 1,2,3) are constants. The respective expression of the minimum and of ̂ are follows:
and
where
is the multiple correlation coefficient.
The optimum values of ′ are given as follows:
).
(h) Gupta Median estimator Gupta, S. et al., [6] , work out on the median estimator suggested by Singh, S. et al., [5] using twoauxiliary variables in double sampling and included the range of the second auxiliary variable as a transformation. The new suggested median estimator of Gupta as follows:
where ( = 1,2,3) are constants.The respective mathematical expression of the minimum and of ̂ are follows:
The optimum ′ values are follows:
The of the median estimator ̂ in (20) is equal to Singh,S. et al., [5] median estimator as shown in (17) . However, the expressions of the term of the two median estimators ̂ and ̂ℎ 1 are not equal.
(j) Exponential type of Median estimator An exponential type of median estimator is given as follows Singh, S. [11] .
where ( = 1,2) are the two constants which is to be determined.The minimum mathematical expression of the and of ̂ are follows:
The two constants optimum values are follows: 
Nursel, K. [12] have suggested a class of estimators for population median are as follows:
(26) where ( = 1,2,3) are constants will be determined and , are either function of known parameters of the population of second-auxiliary variable such as skewnes 1( ) , kurtosis 2( ) , correlation-coefficient etc or constants. Various estimators can be generated by giving suitable values to and . The expression of bias and minimum respectively of the estimator ̂ are given as follows:
(l) Aamir median estimator using auxiliary information Aamir, M. et al., [13] used the following estimator for estimating population median in two phase sampling using two auxiliary variables:
where ( = 1,2,3) are constants, and are function of known population parameters of second auxiliary variable such as correlation-coefficient , skewness, kurtosis, Range or either constants. The respective minimum expression of and of ̂ are follows:
and ( 
where ( = 1,2,3) and are constants. The main purpose of using ̂ in (32) is to increase the precision of the median estimator by taking the relevant advantage of the correlation between and , and , and and to calculate the properties of the proposed-estimator ̂ to the first-order of approximation. Let Substituting the values of ′ in (32),and we also assume that | | < 1, { =10,11,12,13,14,15}, therefore we expand ̂, by using second-degree of approximation, we have 3 12 ]. (35) To derive the optimum values of ( = 1,2,3), we differentiate (35) with respect to ( = 1,2,3) and put equal to zero. Thus we get the optimum values of 1 , 2 and 3 as follows: 
Substituting the values of (36), (37), (38) and replacing the values of 11 , 12 , , and in (34) and (35) and also simplify the expression, the optimum and of the suggested proposed estimator ̂ after simplification are given as follows:
(39) and
(40) For = 1, we get
Thus the equations (39) and (40) represents the minimum bias and mean square error of the proposedestimator ̂o and the equation (41) represent the minimum mean square error at the point = 1.
Some Members of the Suggested General Class of Median Estimators
In this section we compare the proposed median estimator with the other existing median estimators . 
where is constant.
(c) Put 1 = 1, 2 = 0, 3 = 0 and = 0 in (32), we get the following Singh,S et al., [4] ratio-type median estimator in double sampling:
(iv). Put 1 = , 2 = 0, 3 = 0 and = 0 in (32), we get the following Srivastava, S.K. [7] median ratio type estimator:
(v). Put 1 = 1, 2 = −1, 3 = 0 and = 0 in (32), we get the following Chand, L. [8] , a chain ratio type estimator:
(vi). Put 1 = 1 , 2 = − 2 , 3 = 0 and = 0 in (32), we get the following Srivastava, S.K. et al., [9] , a power chain ratio type estimator:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the efficiency conditions of the suggested median estimator compared theoritically as well as numerically computed and comarison will be made for the suggested estimator.
Efficiency Conditions of the Suggested Median Estimator
The proposed median estimator ̂o is more efficient than the current median estimators if the following conditions are satisfies.
(a) Efficiency Condition (I) By (2) and (41)
The above relationship is always true.
(d) Efficiency Condition (IV) By (13) and (41) (̂) ( =1) ≤ (̂ℎ )
(e) Efficiency Condition (V) By (16) and (41)
(f) Efficiency Condition (VI) By (19) and (41)
The above relationship is always true. 
The above relationship is always true iff > We observed from equations (48) to (54), that the proposed-median estimator ̂ is better than all other median estimators, . . ̂ ( = , , ℎ, , ℎ , 1, ℎ1, , , ) for all types of finite populations. In our empirical study we use the different values of , to check the relative performance of the suggested median estimator over the usual median estimators.
Description of the Numerical Data Sets
For numerical comparison the following sets of data are being used. The descriptive statistics of all five data sets are shown in Table 1 the above data sets also used by (Aamir et al., [21] ) 
Percentage Relative Efficiencies of Various Median Estimators
The percentage relative efficiencies are computed as compared to the usual median Gross, S.T. [1] estimator by using the mean square errors of all median estimators for all five numerical data Sets are given as follows:
and = 0.10 ,0.50 ,1.00 ,1.50 ,1.90 Table 2 contains the ′s of all median estimators over the usual Gross, S.T. [1] , median estimator . .̂. Here we discussed that which median estimator is more efficient than the other median estimator in double sampling using two-auxiliary variables. Thus From the Table 2 , we observed that the proposed median estimator . . ̂ are more efficient than all other median estimators in two-phase sampling scheme using auxiliary information for all values of .
. 
Graphical Representation of All Median Estimators with respect to Percentage Relative Efficiency
In this section, PRE are presented graphically for all data sets from Figure 1 to Figure 5 respectively. From the graphical representation of percentage relative efficiency it is clear that the the suggested median estimator is more efficient than all other existing median estimators for all five different data sets. From the graphical representation of clearly stated that the suggested median estimator in two-phase sampling scheme using two auxiliary variables is more efficient for the range of values of . . . 0.10 ≤ ≤ 1.90 and more efficient at the point = 1.00. 
CONCLUSION
In this study we proved mathematically, empirically as well as graphically that our new suggested estimator ̂ is more efficient than all other existing median estimators. The MSEof the suggested estimator is smaller than all other existing median estimators for all data sets. For checking the relative performance of MSE of the suggested estimator, we substitute different values of . . (0.10 ≤ ≤ 1.90) to get the minimum MSE for the suggested-estimator and we got the minimum MSE at the point = 1.00. Thus we observed that the suggested median estimator produce the minimum MSE at the point = 1.00.
Hence, based on this study it is concluded that the suggested median estimator is more efficient than other median estimators in double-sampling. It is recommended that our new suggested estimator for estimating finite population median ̂ can be used in practice for obtaining more efficient results.
